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abstract

Th is paper looks at the complicated situation that mexico has been facing 
since the beginning of the national public security system reform pro-
cess in 2006. Th e decision to reform mexican security institutions had 
been delayed. when the country decided to face up to this challenge, 
both organized crime and the structural failings of the security agencies 
forced the government to take on a double challenge: to recover ungover-
nable territories infi ltrated by organized crime – for which the state will 
need to fall back on the armed forces, and to fully restructure the na-
tional public security system. Th is paper shows that the argument that 
mexico doesn’t invest enough resources in public security is not in line 
with reality, but rather that precisely federal and municipal entities have 
invested the most. Th is argument that is in stark contrast to the scarce 
results that are to be seen forces society to take a concerned look at the 
destination and use of public resources and highlights the importance of 
the debate on the police «single command» in mexican federal entities. 
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introduction

The reform of the national public security system and, in parallel, of the judicial 
administration, became a priority for the mexican government in 2006 when felipe 
calderón hinojosa of the national action party (partido acción nacional pan) was 
elected as president of the republic, and has continued to occupy an important posi-
tion in the public agenda since 2013 with the election of the institutional revolutio-
nary party’s (partido revolucionario institucional pri) candidate Enrique peña nieto 
in 2013. while there had already been some partial efforts made at reform, this process 
hadn’t previously been embraced in any consistent or priority manner, as highlighted 
by raúl benítez manaut1 and luis astorga2, meaning that a complicated reform pro-
cess needed to be begun, made all the more difficult by the climate of violence ruling 
the country. 

in 2006, when the political decision was taken to initiate a head-on fight against 
organised crime in mexico, there was no trustworthy police force in the country, nor 
was there a functioning justice system. The armed forces has not been reformed or 
modernised either, as explained by benítez manaut3: «the fundamental tools for an 
effective battle against drug trafficking (police, justice and defence) suffer from huge vulne-
rabilities and weaknesses, and this alongside intelligence services that had given priority to 
«political» intelligence over criminal intelligence»4.

since Ernesto Zedillo’s administration (1994-2000), aspects of domestic security 
policy, particularly those related to organised crime, had been «delegated» to the ar-

1 bEnitEZ manaUt, raúl. la guerra al narcotráfico en américa latina: ¿victoria militar, fracaso social 
y político?» in mainhold, günther and jUst, stefan El narcotráfico y su combate. sus efectos sobre las 
relaciones internacionales. méxico: konrad adenauer stiftung, cátedra guillermo y alejando von humbolt, 
sitEsa, 2014, p 48.

2 astorga, luis. ¿Qué querían que hiciera? méxico: grijalbo, 2015, p.161-162.

3 bEnitEZ manaUt, raúl. la guerra al narcotráfico en américa latina: ¿victoria militar, fracaso social 
y político?» in mainhold, günther and jUst, stefan El narcotráfico y su combate. sus efectos sobre las 
relaciones internacionales. méxico: konrad adenauer stiftung, cátedra guillermo y alejando von humbolt, 
sitEsa, 2014, p 48.

4 guillermo valdés, former director of the centre for research and national security (cisEn) justifies the 
decision to intervene with the following argument: «President Calderón’s decision to take action against the drug 
trafficking organisations with the institutions in the condition they were in was criticised. However, a president cannot 
defend the state’s inaction, neither politically nor legally, nor can he ask citizens subjected to violence and insecurity 
to wait for 15 or 20 years for a reform of the institutions. The severity of the problem meant that there was a need to 
implement a public policy at the same time as reforming and strengthening the responsible institutions (…) organised 
crime’s greatest strength lay in the weakness of the state security and justice institutions. For that reason, there was 
a double urgency: starting to contain and weaken the first and at the same time strengthen the second» (valdés, 
guillermo. historia del narcotráfico en méxico, méxico: aguilar, 2013. p. 468).
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med forces5 that also incorporated military personnel into the federal preventive po-
lice (pfp)6. vicente fox (2000-2006) decided to place into the hands of the military 
both the attorney general’s office (pgr) and the main operative entities in the fight 
against drugs7. general rafael macedo de la concha, in charge of the pgr, surroun-
ded himself with comrades in arms: 

«Two months later (after his appointment), there were already 14 generals assigned 
to the PGR. Among them, the incumbent of the Planning Centre for the Control 
of Drugs (CENDRO), Carlos Fernández Luque, and general Carlos Demetrio 
Gaytán, operations coordinator for the Special Prosecutor for Crimes against Health 
(FEADS). In addition, lieutenant colonels, colonels, captains and admirals were 
appointed to other posts»8. 

president felipe calderón (2006-2012) consolidated the growing participation of 
army and navy personnel in the implementation of anti-drug policies, allowing an 
every-growing presence of the incumbent of the secretary of national defence (sE-
dEna) in the media and in the political arena, incorporating ten thousand members 
of the military in the federal preventive police9 and encouraging federal entities and 
municipalities to select active or retired military officials to a good number of the se-
cretariats of security, police corporations and prison administrations in the country10. 
Enrique peña nieto (2012-2018) has continued with the same practice, taking support 

5 astorga, luis. seguridad, traficantes y militares: el poder y la sombra. méxico: tusquets Ed-
itores, 2007, p.22; astorga, luis. ¿Qué querían que hiciera? méxico: grijalbo, 2015, p.62. points 
out that «In 1997, Senator Molina declared that President Zedillo had made a mistake in giving a «leading» 
role to the Army. He spoke of the problems he had had with military personnel in the National Institute for 
the Fight against Drugs (INCD), particularly regarding the impenetrability of the institution, it’s unwill-
ingness to share information, the request from the military to take complete control of crop eradication, and 
the derogation to the legal system for the military institution, among others. In summary, he said in 1997: 
«In an assault operation, the army took control of the PGR, the INCD, the CENDRO (Planning Centre 
for the Control of Drugs), 23 of the 25 national airports and all of the PGR delegations on the northern 
border». Three years later, the Senator’s assessment of the army’s intervention was the following: «Today there 
are 150 members of military personnel who have betrayed the trust of their superiors by becoming connected 
to criminal organisations».

6 astorga, luis. seguridad, traficantes y militares: el poder y la sombra. méxico: tusquets Ed-
itores, 2007, p.196. 

7 astorga, luis. seguridad, traficantes y militares: el poder y la sombra. méxico: tusquets Edi-
tores, 2007, p.38.

8 astorga, luis. seguridad, traficantes y militares: el poder y la sombra. méxico: tusquets Edi-
tores, 2007, p.64.

9 astorga, luis. seguridad, traficantes y militares: el poder y la sombra. méxico: tusquets Edi-
tores, 2007, p.194.

10 barrachina, carlos; hErnándEZ mora, juan ignacio. reformas del sistema de seguridad públi-
ca en méxico (2006-2011) in Urvio, n.11, march, Ecuador: flacso-Ecuador, 2012, p.81; bailEY, john. 
crimen e impunidad. las trampas de la seguridad en méxico. méxico: debate, 2014, p.205.
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in a «central» manner from the armed forces, states astorga11, to try and control is-
sues related to illegal drugs trafficking and criminal organisations. bailey shares this 
opinion, highlighting the fact that the pri president’s policy as regards public security 
basically follows the steps and efforts made by the previous administration12. in the 
same way, the presence of the secretary of national defence in the press and national 
debate has been very frequent. 

at the beginning of his mandate, calderon, in response to the perception that the 
state was losing control over significant portions of national territory, launched an 
offensive against the organised crime groups, sending 25,000 soldiers and federal po-
lice to several border towns and rural areas with high levels of crime13. This increase in 
the warmongering rhetoric of the president14 was accompanied by an alarming increase 
in the murder rate in the country15. 

astorga16 recalls that the national governors’conference (conago), during its 
session in tlaxcala in february 2007, supported the president’s policy and supported, 
on the motion of the pri governor of sonora Eduardo bours, a declaration stating 
that there was a need to «depoliticise» the problem of insecurity and to stop the vio-
lence carried out by criminal groups17. governors from different parties had requested 

11 astorga, luis. ¿Qué querían que hiciera? méxico: grijalbo, 2015, p.160.

12 bailEY, john. crimen e impunidad. las trampas de la seguridad en méxico. méxico: debate, 
2014, p. 241.

13 astorga, luis. ¿Qué querían que hiciera? méxico: grijalbo, 2015, p. 16.

14 astorga, luis. ¿Qué querían que hiciera? méxico: grijalbo, 2015, p.50.

15 EscalantE, fernando. El homicidio en méxico entre 1990 y 2007. méxico: colegio de méxico, sec-
retaría de seguridad pública federal, 2009. EscalantE, fernando. homicidios 2008-2009: la muerte tiene 
permiso, in nExos, 3 january, méxico: 2011. 
«And so between these three wars: the confrontation between the different cartels, the Mexican state’s fight against drug 
trafficking, and the cartels’ war against the civilian population – all of this is taking place in a context of weakness due 
to the fact that there are four vulnerabilities. firstly, Mexican democracy is young, it first came about at the beginning 
of the 90s and there was no change of party in the government until 2000; secondly, the democratic process is incom-
plete, many areas of the state still need to undergo democratic reforms including defence, intelligence and the justice 
system, and the transparency of official information is very limited and it is constrained by «national security clauses»; 
thirdly, elements of the old authoritarianism coexist with the new democratic conditions and, very often, the former 
prevail over the latter; and fourth, the country is plagued by national and international factual elements. Among those 
is organised crime. In summary, the transition to democracy coincided with the process of globalisation that, as part 
of its negative aspects offered favourable conditions to organised crime and placed Mexico among the producer and 
consumer regions» bEnitEZ manaUt, raúl. la guerra al narcotráfico en américa latina: ¿victoria militar, 
fracaso social y político?» in mainhold, günther and jUst, stefan El narcotráfico y su combate. sus efectos 
sobre las relaciones internacionales. méxico: konrad adenauer stiftung, cátedra guillermo y alejando von 
humbolt, sitEsa, 2014, p. 49-50.

16 astorga, luis. ¿Qué querían que hiciera? méxico: grijalbo, 2015, p.24.

17 «During the XXXII meeting of the CONAGO in Puerto Vallarta, in May 2007, governors gave unan-
imous support to President Calderón’s security strategy (…) They also recognised the Armed Forces for their 
work in the fight against organised crime (…) Contrary to the position expressed by some of their colleagues 
in the Permanent Commission on the call upon President Calderón to withdraw the Armed Forces from 
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operations and support from the federal government. Thus, during the first 100 days 
in government, activities had been started in michoacán, governed by the party of 
the democratic revolution (prd), guerrero (prd), baja california (pan), sinaloa 
(pri), chihuahua (pri), durango (pri), nuevo león (pri) and tamaulipas (pri), 
with the aim of recovering areas18.

reform of tHe national public security system

The task that needs to be carried out is one of building a new institutional fra-
mework with different dimensions related to public security and access to justice. at 
the federal level, a general law on the national public security system was passed, 
published in january 2009. other important points were the creation of the federal 
police, replacing the pfp, and the expansion of the penitentiary system that will be 
extended from five federal centres in 2006 to twenty-four in 2015 – some outsourced 
to the private sector19. a reform of the criminal justice system was also started, in which 
the traditional inquisitorial system was replaced by a full oral accusatory system to 
speed up the judicial process and make the system fairer and more efficient. 

another aspect that is being dealt with is the change in the police model in the 
states and municipalities, which will bring to light the power struggle and battle of 
interests between the different levels of government, independently of their partisan 
colours20. The importance of creating reputable professional state police institutions 

public security activities, governors from parties other than the president’s party closed ranks on this issue 
(…) Governors know, from direct and daily experience, that the state of their police forces is currently insuf-
ficient to resist the onslaughts of the traffickers’ organisations». (astorga, luis. seguridad, traficantes 
y militares: el poder y la sombra. méxico: tusquets Editores, 2007, p. 311-312).

18 «The warning signs were clear and the main processes of the conflict ongoing. This was when some gov-
ernors made a request to the then President-elect Felipe Calderón for support from the federal government to 
combat the organised crime that, due to its huge fire power and corruption was taking over the state forces 
and putting the governability of the entities at risk.» (valdés, guillermo. historia del narcotráfico en 
méxico, méxico: aguilar, 2013, p. 379).

19 oadprs. informe de gestión 2014-2015, méxico: comisión nacional de seguridad, 2015, p. 21.

20 «At the federal level there was a federal police force, created in 1999, that had not grown over the en-
suing years; and the around 10,000 police officers at the end of 2006 were not enough to face up to the needs 
arising due to the criminal organisations. The Federal Judicial Police had been transformed into the Federal 
Investigation Agency (AFI) but it was still a long way from going through a comprehensive reform. This 
weakness, along with the lack of agents from the public ministry and the persistence of inadequate work-
ing systems, resulted in insufficient and often poorly integrated pretrial investigations; the capacities of the 
judicial system were overwhelmed by the quantity of files and the structural failings of the criminal justice 
system and the inefficient functioning of the public ministry; the federal and state prison system also suffered 
from important shortcomings: overcrowding, almost inexistent rehabilitation systems, corruption, outdated 
facilities. If these shortcomings were serious at the federal level, they were even worse at the local level: the 
state and municipal police forces that could consider themselves as such, could be counted on the fingers of 
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is underlined and the debate started on the disappearance of municipal police forces, 
or the conservation of those that are viable – especially in large urban areas – under 
a single command structure granted to the governors. The executive branch of the 
federal government and the state governors will position themselves on one side of the 
argument, while the mayors and federal legislators will be on the other – as happened 
during felipe calderón hinojosa’s six-year term, and is happening during the term of 
Enrique peña nieto, who continues to debate this reform21.

on the 21 august 2008, the xxiii ordinary session of the national council for 
public security took place and the national agreement on security, justice and lega-
lity was signed, with the participation of the executive, legislative and judicial organs, 
the media and civil society organisations. astorga points out that «the obvious was 
acknowledged: corruption, impunity, lack of coordination between authorities, insecurity, 
violence, institutional deterioration in the areas of public security»22. 

during this session, ideas were set out on how to reconstruct police forces and 
make them more effective and reliable. a national system for police development was 
drawn up, as well as systems for the uniform organisation and functioning of all of 
the police forces in the country. There was a push for the strengthening of the federal 
police, the creation of a national criminal information system, the design and imple-
mentation of a national model for control and reliability assessment, and for a process 
of cleaning-up of all of the police forces in the country23. 

one hand, leaving citizens almost completely helpless» (valdés, guillermo. historia del narcotráfico en 
méxico, méxico: aguilar, 2013, p.375).

21 bEnitEZ manaUt, raúl. la guerra al narcotráfico en américa latina: ¿victoria militar, fraca-
so social y político?» in mainhold, günther and jUst, stefan El narcotráfico y su combate. sus 
efectos sobre las relaciones internacionales. méxico: konrad adenauer stiftung, cátedra guillermo y 
alejando von humbolt, sitEsa, 2014, p.49 recalls that «One of the cornerstones of Mexico’s transition 
to democracy was a reduction in the power held by the president of the republic and an increase in the power 
of governors and mayors – through so-called «decentralisation». But instead of creating stronger democracy, 
what was created was an almost feudalised dispersion of power that favoured local groups. This led to a 
strengthening of all types of criminal groups – but especially of the drugs traffickers. The basic elements that 
upheld the stability of the country were thus dismantled and were not replaced by strong democratic govern-
ance but rather by a notable weakness in the security, defence and justice structures that weren’t subjected to 
a modernising reform as required by the circumstances. This can be called a security dysfunction».

22 astorga, luis. ¿Qué querían que hiciera? méxico: grijalbo, 2015, p.40.

23 valdés, guillermo. historia del narcotráfico en méxico, méxico: aguilar, 2013, p.435-436; 
bailEY, john. crimen e impunidad. las trampas de la seguridad en méxico. méxico: debate, 2014, 
p. 212) states that this was the government’s most complete declaration, committing the three levels of 
government to focus on 74 specific objectives.
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genaro garcía luna, secretary of public security in the calderón administration, 
was the main ideologue and biggest force behind the reform of the national public 
security system which was agreed upon in this accord24. 

bailey highlights the fact that it is necessary to be familiar with garcía luna’s career 
path to understand the reform that was to be implemented. in 2006, he published the 
book «Contra el crimen. ¿Porqué 1.661 corporaciones de policía no bastan? Pasado, presente 
y futuro de la policía en México» (Against Crime. Why are 1,661 police corporations not 
enough? Past, present and future of the police in Mexico). in 2011, he published another 
book: «El nuevo modelo de seguridad para México» (Mexico’s new security model). gar-
cía luna’s proposal responds to a transformational effort originating within mexican 
security institutions. for this reason, it can be considered to be a «professional reform» 
that has its origins in the orbit of the civil servants who had lived with the system and 
its problems for years and who presented an alternative from within to modernise and 
operate the security model in a different manner25.

one of the central aspects of the reform, and the one that generated most politi-
cal rejection, was to do with the deployment of police forces on the ground and the 
political and operative control of said forces. genaro garcía luna put forward the 
creation of 32 state police forces and introduced into the discussion the concept of the 
«single command» that, originally, encouraged the conservation of the viable munici-
pal police forces, respecting the concept of subsidiarity, but that during Enrique peña 
nieto’s six-year term was interpreted in another manner: support for the elimination 
of municipal police forces and full handover of control to the state governor26. 

to the mind of guillermo valdés, another of the «professionals» who shared the 
vision for the reform, the failure of this initiative delayed and endangered the process: 

«The governors were in agreement with the alternative of state police forces with single 
command. And so the federal executive branch drew up a legislative proposal and 
sent it to Congress in 2011. Unexpectedly, legislators could not come to an agreement 
and the proposal stalled. Since then, there has been no in-depth structural solution 
to the poor federalist model of distribution of competencies in the area of security, 
and until this happens and a new police model for the country is established and its 
implementation accelerated, the army will have to continue with the gruelling task 
of compensating for the ineffective police forces across the country»27. 

24 barrachina, carlos; hErnándEZ mora, juan ignacio. reformas del sistema de seguridad públi-
ca en méxico (2006-2011) in Urvio, n.11, march, Ecuador: flacso-Ecuador, 2012, p. 209.

25 bailEY, john. crimen e impunidad. las trampas de la seguridad en méxico. méxico: debate, 2014, p.210 
concludes that «despite having the ardent support of president Calderón, García Luna’s reform came up against cor-
ruption scandals involving senior civil servants of the AFI and the PFP, and the opposition of Congress». 

26 at the time of writing, heated debate was ongoing as to the final decision on the «single com-
mand» operation in mexican federal entities. 

27 valdés, guillermo. historia del narcotráfico en méxico, méxico: aguilar, 2013, p.453.
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in his evaluation, bailey is critical of the results obtained by the calderón adminis-
tration in this process. while acknowledging that he achieved substantially more than 
his predecessors, the reform was carried out in an incomplete manner. calderón was 
unable to ease infighting and, in political terms, had little success in forging a strong 
coalition that would support his security policy in a federal system with 32 state gover-
nors and more than 2,000 municipal presidents28. 

in his opinion, this is down to what he calls the «security trap»: «the dynamics of cri-
me, corruption, violence and impunity nullify the state and civil society’s desire for reform, 
and trap democratic governance in an imbalance. The metaphor forecasts inertia in the 
immediate future»29. This idea is thought-provoking and explanatory for the case that 
we are examining, together with another of the author’s images that highlights that 
the reform is in the «valley of transition», an uncertain state in which «it is difficult to 
determine whether most or all of the initiatives have started their ascent to higher levels 
of achievement or whether they continue to battle down in the depths»30. This image is 
complemented with valdés’vision that asserts that in different areas of mexico, there 
is a «powerful seizure of the state», which hinders any transformation or reform process 
due to the capacity that individuals and illegal groups such as «mafias, drugs traffickers 
and paramilitary or subversive groups» have to carry out violence as a mechanism that 
«substitutes or complements bribery»31.

a further perspective related to the transformation process, and defended by both 
authors, is still to be discussed in this paper: the idea that the difficulties encountered 
in advancing the reform are linked to a lack of economic resources. bailey32 points out, 
without further developing the idea, that mexico invests less in public safety than si-
milar middle-income countries, and he also underlines that most of the budget set asi-
de for public security between 2007 and 2012 was invested in the secretariat of public 
security and in the federal police. to a certain extent, this argument is supported by 
guillermo valdés when he attributes the initiative to reduce municipal police forces to 
the lack of federal resources due to the state’s inability to meet the needs of all of the 
requests from the states and municipalities33. 

28 bailEY, john. crimen e impunidad. las trampas de la seguridad en méxico. méxico: debate, 
2014. p. 230-231.

29 bailEY, john. crimen e impunidad. las trampas de la seguridad en méxico. méxico: debate, 
2014, p. 242.

30 «The security trap», in bailey’s opinion (2014:122), is not exclusive to the mexican process and 
can be found in most latin american countries as a malign determinant affecting democratic con-
solidation.

31 valdés, guillermo. historia del narcotráfico en méxico, méxico: aguilar, 2013, p.321.

32 bailEY, john. crimen e impunidad. las trampas de la seguridad en méxico. méxico: debate, 
2014, p.75.

33 rather than a lack of resources, the idea of eliminating many municipal corporations has to do 
with efficiency and operability in a complex environment such as the mexican one. it is more of a 
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in the context in which we are analysing mexico’s security policy, the budget alloca-
ted to this aspect should not be understood strictly as that allocated to «public safety», 
as there are many players involved who have thrown almost all of their resources into 
fighting organised crime domestically, and into the reform of the security sector at the 
federal, state and municipal level. it would be unfair to ignore the efforts made by the-
se agencies and entities. to fully understand expenditure on security, it is necessary to 
take into consideration spending by institutions such as sEdEna, the secretariat of 
the navy (sEmar), as well as money invested by federal entities in the public security 
secretariats or their equivalents, and in access to justice. 

in a sense, the big question we should be asking ourselves after seeing this informa-
tion is how this money was spent and why the results are so unsatisfactory if the state 
and the state and municipal entities invested so much. here, the amount invested 
has been calculated at 136,930,000,000 dollars between 2008 and 201534. perhaps this 
is to do with the «security traps», or with the «powerful seizure of the state» in different 
territories and not so much to do with the lack of resources that substantially and 
continually increased between 2008 and 2015. 

budgetary outlay for federal and municipal entities 
(2008-2015).

The success of the reform of the nation public security system lies in there being 
professional and competent police forces across the entire national territory. as has 
been shown, the debate as to how to make this possible is ongoing. There is no den-
ying the important budgetary outlay made to attain this goal over the past year, but 
the results of such a large investment are questionable. in this «valley of transition», we 
need to ask ourselves if this investment has been effective. like all public initiatives, 
we will be able to find examples of success and of failure; however, it is undeniable 
that, in general, there is still a long way to go to achieve the desired aim in an effective 
manner. in this paper, we focus on drawing up a summary of the resources invested 
and on explaining the different support programmes that were set up to strengthen 
the national public security system, particularly in the states and municipalities bet-
ween 2008 and 2015.

strategic decision than an economic one. valdés, guillermo. historia del narcotráfico en méxico, 
méxico: aguilar, 2013, p.452-453.

34 faced with this amount of resources invested by the mexican authorities, the $1.3 billion from 
the mérida initiative of the $2.275 billion authorised between 2008 y 2015 does constitute a generous 
support from the government of the United states but is certainly not a determining factor nor is it 
worthy of the excessive media attention it has received (at least as regards the amount of resources 
received). source: for 2008 and 2009. crs (2008). for 2010-2015 crs (2015). due to the difficulty 
involved, budgets for the municipal security secretariats have not been included, meaning that the 
amount of money invested in security and access to justice is higher. 
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as can be seen in table 1, all of the institutions consistently and considerably increa-
sed the resources invested between 2008 and 2015. in most cases, the amount of mo-
ney budgeted in 2015 is more than double that of 2008, reflecting the continuity of the 
policy, not just under president calderón’s administration, but also under peña’s go-
vernment, as well as by many of the federal entities that, irrespective of their political 
colour, notably increased their budgets for public security and access to justice. 

This also shows a double commitment: on the one hand, from the side of the fe-
deral government that, working on strengthening the state security apparatus, keeps 
the armed forces involved in the daily operation of the fight against organised crime, 

table 1. security and defence budget in mexico (2008-2015).
source: prepared by author based on adapted data from table 1 of the annexe to the security and defence budget in atlas de 
la seguridad y la defensa de méxico 2012: 145. for 2013, 2014 and 2015, prepared by author based on the Expenditure budget 
of the federation (27/12/2012; 3/12/2013; 3/12/2014); headings federal entities and federal funds and subsidies prepared by 
author. as regards “public security” 2014 and 2015, the headings assigned to heading “04 governance” dealing with this 
function are added together (cEfp, 2015). amounts in millions of pesos and dollars.

graph 1. proportion of budgetary investment by institution (2008-2015).source: prepared by author, together with pilar 
merino, based on adapted data from table 1 of the annexe to the security and defence budget in atlas de la seguridad y 
la defensa de méxico 2012: 145. for 2013, 2014 and 2015, prepared by author based on the Expenditure budget of the fede-
ration (27/12/2012; 3/12/2013; 3/12/2014); headings federal entities and federal funds and subsidies prepared by author. as 
regards “public security” 2014 and 2015, the headings assigned to heading “04 governance” dealing with this function are 
added together (cEfp, 2015). amounts in millions of pesos.
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allocating resources to this and increasing different programmes of federal subsidies 
and funds to be allocated to strengthening state and municipal police corporations. 
The second commitment is from the side of the states, both in making means available 
to their corporations, as well as co-participating in the subsidies that the state allocates 
to the entities. as can be seen clearly in graph 1, the federal entities invest more re-
sources in the national public security service reform process than other institutions. 

federal funds and subsidies

following the creation of the national public security system in 1995, 1997 and 
1998, respectively, the state set up two programmes that still today are fundamental in 
supporting many of the changes, particularly in the areas of the infrastructure and the 
equipping of the different police forces in mexico. The «public security contribution 
fund» (fondo de aportaciones para la seguridad pública fasp) allocated to the fe-
deral entities, and the «fund for the strengthening of municipalities and boundaries 
of the federal district» (fondo para el fortalecimiento de los municipios y demar-
caciones del distrito federal fortamUn) allocated to the municipalities, pave the 
way for federal resources to flow, firstly as funds and then as subsidies, promoting co-
participation of the entities in the budgetary effort. 

The fragmentation of spending under fortamUn, the relative «success» of the 
fasp as a mechanism to incentivise joint efforts in the follow-up of federal policies, 
and the «urgency» of president calderón’s administration to transform the system led 
to the creation in 2008 of the «municipal public security subsidy» (subsidio para la 
seguridad de los municipios sUbsEmUn) following the same approach as the fasp, 
but with the aim of supporting the reform of some municipal police forces. in 2011, 
the «accredited police subsidy» (subsidio para la policía acreditable spa) was appro-
ved; probably the most ambitious and important programme of genaro garcía luna’s 
reform. This is a mechanism to promote accredited state police units, allowing many 
municipalities without appropriate capabilities to be supported by a more efficient, 
effective and modern force. 

finally, from 2010, the government allocated resources to the reform of the mexi-
can justice system, taking support from the technical secretariat of the coordinating 
council for the implementation of the criminal justice system (sEtEc) to stimu-
late the transformation of the modes of operation of the justice system, generating 
an outline of incentives that, despite being allocated fewer resources than the other 
programmes analysed, is still of importance. 

This next section will offer a brief explanation of the characteristics of the main pro-
grammes that were developed between 2008 and 2015, and that, with the obligatory 
co-participation of the states and municipalities, reached a level of investment greater 
than 205,509,000,000 pesos.
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fasp

The «public security contribution fund» (fasp) began to be implemented in 
1998. it is one of the oldest programmes, along with fortamUn (1997) that aims 
to strengthen the structures of the federal entities of public security in mexico. This 
mechanism only focuses on security aspects and, from its beginnings, was managed by 
the then recently created Executive secretariat of the national public security system. 
The fasp has the co-participation of the states that cover an additional 25% of the 
resources with their own funds. 

in 1998, the first coordination agreements on carrying out activities in the area of 
public security were reached, in which the creation of a state trust for the allocation 
of funds was approved. The «public security fund» (fondo de seguridad pública 
fosEg) administrated government resources that were transferred to the treasuries 
of the states and the federal district. This fund ceased to exist as the fosEg in 2009 
as the resources began to be transferred to a specific bank account in the federal en-
tities. These funds under budget item 33 – federal contributions to the federal and 
municipal entities – that the federal executive branch grants to the states and to the 
federal district are now transferred directly following the criteria for calculation and 
formula determined by the national public security council, and can only be used 
for the following purposes: recruitment, training, selection, assessment and vetting; 
equipping; national telecommunications network; construction, improvement or ex-
pansion; follow-up and evaluation. 

fortamun

The «fund for the strengthening of municipalities and boundaries of the federal 
district» (fortamUn) is allocated by the federal executive branch through the 
secretariat of finance and public credit (shcp) and destined to back up the finances 
of the municipalities and support their financial clean-up, as well as strengthening 
public security activities and contributing to fulfilling their operational needs. 

table 2. resources allocated to federal funds and subsidies (2008-2015).
source: prepared by author based on various official gazettes of the federation, agreements and the website of sEtEc. in 
mexican pesos.
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according to the sUbsEmUn white paper35, fortamUn is budget item 33’s 
fund and has the fewest restrictions on its use due to the fact that article 37 of the fis-
cal coordination act establishes that municipalities and federal district delegations 
must use the fund’s resources for the primary purpose of meeting the following hea-
dings: fulfilment of financial obligations; payment for water rights and use; meeting 
needs directly linked to the public security of citizens, without going into any further 
detail. 

Economically speaking, this is a substantial resource. The allocation of money and 
the lack of supervision and accountability mean that there is no way of knowing 
exactly how much money is used for municipal public security through the forta-
mUn fund; neither are the criteria used by the different states to select the municipa-
lities known, nor the programmes this fund is used for.

however, as of the 2010 budget of Expenditure of the federation, the states are 
obliged to coordinate with the Executive secretariat of the national public security 
system (sEsnsp) to ensure that at least 20% of these funds are allocated to the needs 
directly linked to public security in the areas of professionalization, equipping, tech-
nological modernisation and infrastructure36. between 2010 and 2015, as will be shown 
further on, 20% of these funds is equal to 62,623,000,000 pesos37. 

subsemun

The «subsidy for public security in municipalities and territorial boundaries of 
the federal district» (sUbsEmUn) is  r to safeguard the rights and integrity of its 
citizens and preserve public freedoms, order and peace, in line with the Programmes of 
National Priority»38.

35 sEsnsp. sUbsEmUn white paper. subsidy for public security in municipalities and territorial bounda-
ries of the federal district. mexico: sEgob, sEsnsp, 2012, p. 52. 

36 dof 07-12-2009 «budget of expenditure of the federation for the fiscal year 2010»:

37 This means that despite not being able to give the exact amount of money allocated to security 
aspects since its creation, it is probably greater than the amounts presented in this paper. 

38 more specifically, according to sEsnsp. sUbsEmUn white paper. subsidy for public security in munic-
ipalities and territorial boundaries of the federal district. mexico: sEgob, sEsnsp, 2012, p.14, the following 
specific aims are set out: strengthen the factors for the protection of the population through preventive compre-
hensive and coordinated interventions by public, private and social institutions; promote a policy that will in-
fluence the socio-cultural contexts in which risk factors develop that foster violence and organised crime before 
the events that set this off have a chance to occur; increase the levels of security and trust called for by citizens 
through the implementation of uniform evaluations of confidence monitoring; strengthen professionalisation 
through the establishment of a professional service of police career, as well as equipping public security depart-
ments in municipalities and federal district territorial boundaries; support the construction and improvement 
of municipal public security installations in order to have the necessary and adequate infrastructure to carry 
out police operation and functioning in municipalities and federal district territorial boundaries; promote the 
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The sUbsEmUn is to be used for professionalisation, equipping of public security 
agencies, improvement of infrastructure of corporations, and social crime prevention 
with citizen participation, as well as police operation from 2009 and 2010. since it 
came into existence, the individual subsidy has never been lower than 10,000,000 
pesos, except for in 2008 when it was 9,000,000 pesos, and it has never exceeded 
95,000,000 pesos except for in 2008 when the maximum amount was 104,000,000 
pesos39.

in the xxxiii session of the national public security council40 that was held on 2 
august 2012 approval was given to dedicate 20% of the sUbsEmUn funds to «social 
prevention with citizen participation» projects, and the obligatory projects for benefi-
ciary municipalities were determined. The projects were the following: local diagnosis 
of the social contexts and processes of violence and crime; violence and crime social 
prevention plan; training of public officials in public safety; accident prevention and 
violent behaviour generated by youth alcohol and drug consumption. 

spa

The consolidation of accredited police units in the federal entities is the most important 
aim and pillar of the measures discussed in this paper. The main problem identified 
as regards the security forces in the federal and local entities was the excessive number 
of municipal police forces without any real capacity for operations, and the lack 
of professionalism and career conditions both within state police forces as well as 
municipal ones.

supply, exchange, systemisation, harmonisation and update of the technological and telecommunications infra-
structure of the national public security system. 

39 The funds from this co-participation have been used for different things: in 2008, they were used 
for salary adjustments for police officers; in 2009 and 2010, to improve working conditions, police 
operations and crime participation with citizen participation; in 2011 and 2012, for salary restructur-
ing and standardisation, improvement of working conditions and social crime prevention. 

40 activities report by the Executive secretariat of the national public security system for the period de-
cember 2011 – june 2012. xxxiii session of the national public security council.

table 3. number of sUbsEmUn municipalities by country zone; and federal and municipal resources invested in pesos.
resources allocated to federal funds and subsidies (2008-2015).
source: prepared by author based on data from the sUbsEmUn white paper (2012), and on the agreements signed bet-
ween the federation and the states for the years 2013, 2014 and 2015. in mexican pesos.
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The «accredited police subsidy» (spa) seeks to create police units that fulfil objec-
tive requirements of ethics and professionalism. since 2011, and with this federal aid, 
the states have been improving their police forces in these areas to be able to effectively 
introduce «the single police command» that, at the beginning and on a subsidiary 
basis, should act to support the provision of security in areas where local police opera-
tions are unable to provide it41. 

The results have, thus far, been very limited, and a large part of the budget allocated 
to this programme has not been executed because the federal entities have not been in 
condition to prove that they have made adequate progress. as of 2012, a budget was 
made available for accrediting not only state police units but also judicial police forces 
and prison system guards. 

The spa’s aim was originally to create police units made up of 420 police offi-
cers arranged into a tactical analysis unit of 30 officers; an investigation unit of 100 
officers; and an operations unit of 270. The candidates to this unit would have to 
comply with minimum education requirements, pass checks of their trustworthi-
ness, and attend specific training courses on carrying out their tasks in a professional 
manner. it was also planned that they would be put on a police career path and they 
would receive incentives like life insurance, scholarships for their education and that 
of their children, saving funds, housing support, major medical expense insurance, 
among others42.

Prevention

The concept of the «social prevention» of crime has been present since the very be-
ginning of the reform process. The creation of the accredited police units, and fasp 
and sUbsEmUn programmes have all had «social prevention» as one of their key 
axes, and have tried to establish mechanisms to ease this concern. 

president peña nieto has made prevention one of his points of reference, esta-
blishing it as a priority, in both the pact for mexico and the national develop-
ment plan 2013-2018. in this way, in addition to the programmes that were already 
on-going and that took into account this variable in the budget of Expenditure of 
the federation 2013, programmes related to «prevention» were established, with 
an allocation of 2,500,000,000 pesos to be distributed among the federal entities 
for the development of related programmes43. for 2014, 2,595,000,000 pesos were 

41 at the time of writing, the debate on the «single command» was in full swing. There are two 
main positions: a single command that respects subsidiarity, and another that would integrate and 
take over municipal police forces. 

42 snsp. presentation of the accredited state police model. mexico: snsp, february 2011.

43 article 10.b of the 2013 budget sets aside: «$2,500,000,000 for the granting of support within the framework of 
the National Crime Prevention Programme. These resources will be granted to the federal entities that comply with the 
guidelines issued by the Federal Executive through the Secretariat of Governance. The guidelines issued by the Federal 
Executive through the Secretariat of Governance, by the 15 February at the latest, will contain, at least, the distribution 
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invested and for 2015 2,683,000,00044. other programmes related to the social 
prevention of crime as a whole received a total of 118,802,000,000 pesos in 2013 
that were distributed under different headings among the secretariats of gover-
nance45, finance and public credit46, defence47, communications and transport48, 
and public Education49.

in his first message to the nation on the 1 december 2012, Enrique peña nieto set 
out a commitment to approve a national crime prevention plan – a commitment that 
is also agreed upon in the pact for mexico50. in february 2013, the terms of the national 

of resources to federal entities following criteria of beneficiary population, crime rate and territorial coverage of the state 
public security institutions, as well as the bases for the evaluation of the implementation of said resources and their 
results. The Federal Executive, through the Secretariat of Governance will, by the 31 March at the latest, enter into 
specific agreements with the federal entities that wish to benefit from these subsidies».

44 cEfp (public finances study centre). budget of Expenditure of the federation 2015. resources assigned 
to heading 04 «governance». mexico: 26 february 2015.

45 promoting the protection of human rights and prevent discrimination; carrying out, promoting and 
coordinating the generation, production and distribution of audio-visual materials; promoting the focus on and 
prevention of violence against women; developing and implementing programmes and policies in the areas of 
social crime prevention and the promotion of citizen participation; promoting the prevention of, protection 
of and focus on people trafficking; activities that contribute to the political and social civic development of 
the country; disseminating actions in the area of human rights; provisions for the creation of the gendarme-
rie; granting of subsidies for public security to the federal Entities, municipalities and the federal district; 
granting of subsidies for the implementation of the criminal justice system reform; national crime prevention 
programme.

46 comprehensive assistance to family members of disappeared or missing persons; detection 
and prevention of financial crimes related to terrorism and money laundering.

47 human rights; military education system; national defence secretariat’s public security pro-
gramme; sdn programme for equality between men and women.

48 temporary work programme (pEt).

49 promotion of the development of culture; production and transmission of educational and 
cultural materials; promotion and development of books and reading; building and equipping 
of educational, cultural and sporting spaces; production and distribution of books, educational, 
cultural and commercial materials; focus on sports; generation and development of comprehen-
sive public policies for youth; support for the operation of the national council for life-long 
Education and work (inEa); virtual university; design, construction, consulting and evalua-
tion of the physical educational infrastructure; training and certification for work; initial and 
basic education programme for the rural and indigenous populations; science and technology 
social infrastructure projects; cultural infrastructure projects; Education social infrastructure 
projects; strengthening indigenous education and culture; basic Education programme for chil-
dren of migrant farm workers; programme for the strengthening of the ‘telesecundaria’ Edu-
cation service.

50 The programme’s general objectives are the following: Establish objectives, priorities, principles, guidelines, 
axes and programmes that coordinate the planning, design, carrying out and evaluation of public policies on preven-
tion of violence and crime at the three levels of government, and integrate the participation of the social sector to build 
safer, more cohesive and inclusive communities. Position policies for the prevention of violence and crime as a priority 
on the public and citizens’ agenda to guarantee the rights of the people and to restore peace (intEr-ministErial 
commission for thE social prEvEntion of violEncE and crimE. terms of the national 
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programme were published in the document «terms of the national programme for 
the social prevention of violence and crime and the creation of the inter-ministerial 
commission» that made public the above-mentioned inter-ministerial commission 
for the social prevention of violence and crime made up of the secretariats of gover-
nance, finance and public credit, social development, Economy, communications 
and transport, public Education, health, labour and social services, and agricultu-
ral, territorial and Urban development. 

setec

The technical secretariat of the coordinating council for the implementation of 
the criminal justice system (sEtEc) has been in charge of leading the process of 
implementing the new criminal justice system since 2008 and continues to be so as 
the time of writing51. sEtEc has published various studies and documents that have 
supported the effort to reform the mexican justice system52. 

sEtEc data from may 2015 demonstrates how the beginning of the operation, as 
well as the degree of progress both of the accusatory penal system (sppa) and of the 
national criminal procedure code (cnpp) varies greatly from one federal entity to 
another. 

in 2007, the states of chihuahua and oaxaca started the sppa operation (the 
former comprehensively and the latter partially). in 2008, morelos started the pro-
cess and is currently one of the two states in the republic that is comprehensively 
operating both the sppa and the cnpp. in 2009, and with differing results, the 
following states joined the process: the state of durango that has a comprehensive 
operation of the sppa and the cnpp, the state of méxico that has comprehensively 
implemented the sppa, and Zacatecas that has made only partial advances in the 
sppa and the cnpp. in 2010, baja california started the partial implementation of 
the sppa. in 2011, Yucatán, with full implementation of the sppa, and guanajuato, 

programme for the social prevention of violence and crime and the creation of the inter-ministerial commis-
sion, mexico: 2013, p. 21).

51 here, it is useful to bear in mind the reflection made by bailEY, john. crimen e impunidad. 
las trampas de la seguridad en méxico. méxico: debate, 2014, p.39 «Attempting to reform parts of the 
criminal justice system under normal conditions and in few places, as a pilot project, is a formidable task. 
Introducing a comprehensive reform of the system in the middle of a security crisis – something that the 
Calderón administration tried to do after 2007- is worthy of the term «the perfect storm», in the words of a 
Minister of the Supreme Court of Justice».

52 «videos» and other promotional material have been broadcast on the web page and in the media with the 
aim of raising awareness and educating both the different players in the criminal justice system, as well as the 
governmental authorities and the general population on the upcoming changes and the consequences they will 
have.
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that at the time of writing has partial implementation of the sppa, joined. in 2012, 
nuevo león comprehensively implemented the sppa, while chiapas and tabasco 
started partial operation of both the sppa and the cnpp. in 2013, the states of 
puebla, veracruz, coahuila and tamaulipas followed in the other states’footsteps; 
and in 2014, Querétaro, Quintana roo, san luis potosí, guerrero, jalisco, sinaloa, 
aguascalientes, hidalgo, campeche, nayarit, tlaxcala, and colima joined. finally, 
in 2015, the federal district and michoacán started the partial operation of the 
sppa and the cnpp, while the state of baja california sur was due to put it into 
effect in 2015, and the sppa and cnpp were due to come into existence in the state 
of sonora in 2016. 

in summary, at the beginning of 2016, 2 states in the republic had the sppa and 
cnpp operating comprehensively; 4 states had sppa operating comprehensively and 
3 had it operating partially. 21 states had both the sppa and the cnpp operating 
partially and 2 states were still due to put into force the sppa and the cnpp, either 
partially or comprehensively.

as regards the beginning of operation of the accusatory penal system at fede-
ral level, according to the declarations of entry into force that the congress of the 
Union releases, on the 24 november 2014, the states of durango and puebla began 
operations; on the 16 march 2015, Yucatán and Zacatecas; and baja california sur, 
guanajuato, Querétaro and san luís potosí were expected to do so on the 1 august. 
The states of chiapas, chihuahua, coahuila, nayarit, oaxaca and tlaxcala were ex-
pected to begin operations in november 2015, leaving 18 federal entities to complete 
the process by mid-2016. 

in documents published by sEtEc, there is a clear concern as regards the 
planning of the strategic lines of operation of the new system. for the effective 
planning of these lines, the following elements should be included: creation of 
an implementing body and a unit for institutional reorganisation; carrying out 
of an initial appraisal, revision and implementation of the legal framework; study 
of the institutional situation; development of the strategy for reorganisation; and 
evaluation of the policies for reorganisation. There are also general criteria for 
organisational change among the main players in the system (police corporations, 
attorney generals’offices, public defenders’departments, institutions for alternati-
ve criminal dispute settlement mechanisms, expert services institutions, pretrial 
services, judicial powers – control, oral trial, execution of sentences -, and social 
reintegration departments). 

in another document from 2011, sEtEc recognises that the gradual implementa-
tion of the criminal justice system reform should take into account the specific needs 
of the entities «for the enforcement and administration of criminal justice and, therefore, 
to allow for the correct administration of the economic and human resources it has». This 
paper insists on the need for creating a management model that will examine the 
tasks and responsibilities of organisations and individuals based on the substantive 
and administrative functions and on the responsibilities of the operators of the justice 
system. 
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The comprehensive planning of the implementation of the accusatory penal sys-
tem is part of the ongoing effort that sEtEc has made to push the process forward. 
The technical secretariat produces a handbook that includes all operators in the 
system53. it highlights the strategic and tactical objectives of the accusatory penal 
system. among the first things to be done are to implement the accusatory penal 
system according to the terms of the 2008 penal reform, fulfil the principles of the 
2008 penal reform, change the culture of the operators of the system – focusing on 
ensuring that the priority of criminal proceedings is finding the truth, and impro-
ving the population’s perception of the penal system. among the secondary things 
to do are to ensure there is a complete regulatory structure in line with the 2008 
penal reform, modernise technology and equipment, have efficient and modern it 
infrastructure available for the operation of the penal system, have an organisation 
that assures the performance of the accusatory penal system for operators, train and 
certify operators, spread information about the subject to the population and fully 
intercommunicate with operators. 

53 sEtEc. methodology for the comprehensive planning for the implementation of an accusatory 
criminal justice system in federal institutions and the federal Entities of mexico. mexico: sEtEc, 
2012.

graph 2. sEtEc resources distributed by state for the implementation of the nsjp (2010-2015).source: prepared by author 
together with Elsa gurrola. in millions of mexican pesos.
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Investment in public security and access to justice in the federal entities (2008-2015)

table 1 shows that despite growing investment in sEdEna, in sEmar, in public 
security, and in the attorney general’s office (pgr), all of which are embedded in 
the federal government, more public resources are invested in public security and 
access to justice at the level of the federal entities and municipalities. 

between 2008 and 2015, the mexican states budgeted 609,773,000,000 pesos 
of their own money while the federation, with the co-participation of the states, 
allocated 205,509,000,000 pesos to funds and subsidies to strengthen different 
aspects of this policy at the local level. this is not surprising considering that 
the main problem of the national public security system lies in ensuring that 
mexico has trustworthy police structures across the country as well as efficient 
criminal justice systems. the economic resources invested point towards there 
being a healthy interest, both at federation and state level, in recovering the 
«captured territories» taken over by organised crime or in «vaccinating themsel-
ves» from the possibility of this happening and maintaining the rule of law as 
far as possible. 

The largest amounts of funds have been invested in mexico’s main popula-
tion nuclei. in the federal district, the local budgets reflect an investment of 
133,248,000,000 pesos while the total of the main funds and subsidies (forta-
mUn, sUbsEmUn, fasp Y spa) adds an additional 14,507,000,000 pesos to 
this amount. in the state of mexico, the state government allocated 75,267,000,000 
pesos, to which a further 17,898,000,000 should be added. in jalisco, the amount 
budgeted by the state was 37,500,000,000 pesos plus the 8,723,000,000 pesos 
of one-off contributions. in nuevo león, the amount was 37,500,000,000 plus 
7,988,000,000 pesos. guanajuato, veracruz, baja california, tabasco, michoa-
cán and chihuahua are at a mid-high range, with each one allocating amounts 
ranging from just over 23,000,000,000 pesos to 19,000,000,000 pesos (plus the 
federal resources which range from 10,387,000,000 in the state of veracruz to the 
4,303,000,000 in the state of tabasco)54.

all of these states except tabasco, added together with coahuila, chiapas, 
guerrero, oaxaca, puebla, san luis potosí, sinaloa, sonora and tamaulipas re-
ceived more than 5,000,000,000 between 2008 and 2015 in funds and subsidies. 
These states are home to the areas in which the mexican state has experienced the 
most issues of governability, which shows that this policy has tried to strengthen 
public security institutions both in the large population nuclei55 as well as in the 
most violent areas.

54 These figures are taken from the corresponding official newspapers that are listed in the bibliog-
raphy. The addition of the annually allocated amounts is prepared by the author. 

55 included among these entities are those that received more than 1,500,000,000 pesos for the 
municipalities supported by sbUsEmUn.
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an analysis of these figures throws up two alternatives. if this investment is paying off 
and contributing in an effective manner to both the strengthening of the public security 

table 4. funds and subsidies by state; own expenditure.
source: These figures are taken from the corresponding official newspapers that are listed in the bibliography. 
The addition of the annually allocated amounts is prepared by the author. amounts in mexican pesos.
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institutions as well as the criminal justice institutions, it is possible that within a short 
period of time, and this is indeed what has happened in some cases, organised crime 
will move to entities that invest less in security, such as aguascalientes, colima, Que-
rétaro, durango, campeche, nayarit, tlaxcala, Quintana roo, Zacatecas or Yucatán56. 
The second alternative is more worrying and is linked to the «security traps» that bailey 
referred to for mexico. here, the possibility that comes up is that these resources are not 
contributing efficiently to the strengthening of adequate security structures. 

in fact, it is worrying that the subsidies that should go towards strengthening the 
reform of the state security agencies (state police, judicial police and prison guards) 
and the reform of the operating model of the criminal justice system receive such a 
small amount of money compared to all the others. The spa and the sEtEc that to 
some extent underpin the public national security system, only receive 13,244,000,000 
pesos and 3,462,000,000 pesos respectively, and have not benefitted from the co-
participation of the federal entities, which probably contributed to the fact that the 
commitment from the side of the entities in this process was not well defined. 

for the spa, in february 2016 there was no information nor clear evidence on the 
number of accredited units of state police, ministerial police, nor accredited guards. 
This is serious, especially considering that the current debate is focused on the single 
command of state governors over municipal police forces. 

if this is the case, it brings into question the results of the investment of the 
62,623,000,000 pesos from the fortamUn, the 60,282,000,000 pesos from the 
fasp, and the 45,121,000,000 pesos from the sUbsEmUn over the years, as well as the 
609,773,000,000 allocated by the mexican federal entities. if, however, the money has 
served to sufficiently strengthen the public security institutions, the current debate on 
the «single command» and political distrust wouldn’t make sense as there would already 
be unquestionable municipal corporations, trustworthy, institutionalised and professio-
nal state police structures that run little risk of turning into police forces «at the service 
of the governor» instead of at the service of citizens or the incumbent mayor.

party positions as regards tHe professional profiles 
of tHe ciVil serVants in cHarge of tHe public security 
system reform

a consequence of the state of abandon in which the public security policy has 
historically been left in mexico is the lack of professionals and political leaders who 

56 The case of the state of morelos is particularly worrying because despite being one of the federal entities 
with the greatest perception of insecurity (casEdE. atlas de la seguridad y violencia en morelos. Universidad 
autónoma del Estado de morelos: méxico casEdE, 2014), the investment in public security and access to jus-
tice is moderate. between 2008 and 2015, the state of morelos budgeted 6,160,000,000 pesos for this heading, 
with an additional 3,575,000,000 pesos in funds and subsidies.
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understand how to organise and lead corporations, and how to do so within a demo-
cratic context. 

a clear example of this is the change in the professional profiles of the heads of 
public security at state and municipal level. at the beginning of 2012, of the 32 federal 
entities, 15 were led by retired or active military personnel, 5 by professional police offi-
cers, and 12 by politicians with a different profile. at the end of 2015, 9 were military 
personnel, 6 police officers and 17 politicians. 

in the case of the country’s 25 most important municipalities, we can see a similar 
phenomenon. There is a clear tendency towards a «demilitarisation» of the high com-
mands of the corporations, giving priority to personnel with a professional profile. at 
the beginning of 2012, there were 11 military personnel, 5 police officers and 9 politi-
cians; at the end of 2015, only 5 were military personnel, 15 police officers and 5 were 
politicians with a different professional profile57. 

as can be seen in tables 5 and 6, the party affiliation of the political representatives 
is not relevant when determining the professional profile of the political leader of the 
police corporations, which to some extent shows that it has not been consistent. The 
states where politicians are in charge of management are the same states in which the 
public security secretariat and the state attorney general’s office have been consolida-
ted into a single institution that in general is called a «fiscalía» (public prosecutor’s 
office). These politicians have a legal professional profile. 

57 prepared by author using the websites of the different entities as well as finding out who the 
people in charge are from newspapers. 

table 5. professional profiles and party affiliation of those in charge of public security in the mexican states and mu-
nicipalities.
source: prepared by author.
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Thus there are no relevant differences between the positions defended by the pri, 
the pan, the prd, the Ecological green party of mexico (pvEm), citizens’movement 
(mc), convergence (con), or independents (ind), which confirms two ideas: se-
curity hasn’t been part of the party debate, leaving management not in the hands of 
politicians but of «professionals» who have been unable to efficiently present their 
demands to society, contributing to the fact that the reform process has been left un-
dealt with until the problem has become too serious for the governability of the cou-
ntry. The lesson to be learned from this is that society cannot remain unconcerned 
about the management of policies such as security and defence, nor about the institu-
tions that work in these areas. This case shows that the neglect favours not only corpo-
ratism, but also the consolidation of the lack of «professionalism» of those involved. it 
is precisely this lack of supervision and social interest that has led to a large number of 
the problems of institutionality from which mexico suffers within the context of the 
national security system. 

conclusions

The path of the national public security system reform has been a priority for 
the last two administrations in mexico, presided by felipe calderón hinojosa (2006-
2012) and Enrique peña nieto (2013-2018). The evidence for this statement is the large 
investment of resources into public security and access to justice. This allocation of 
resources has greatly increased year on year in the fiscal years examined in this paper. 

table 6. professional profiles and party identification of those in charge of public security. 
source: prepared by author using websites and the press. in bold – federal Entities.
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The on-going increase in spending in the federal entities, as well as the funds and 
subsidies allocated to states and municipalities, also shows that this reform has not 
only been a priority for the federal government, independently of whether the pan 
or the pri has been in government, but also for a large number of the mexican states, 
independently of the political colour of their governments. 

The reform was designed and planned by a team of security professionals working 
with genaro garcía luna, secretary of public security in the calderón administra-
tion. however, the situation of violence in which the country has been plunged se-
riously complicated the process of consolidation of the public security institutions, 
leading to an increase in the presence of the military in the streets and, at the time of 
writing, worsening the violence and mexicans’perception of insecurity. 

despite this shared interest in reforming the national public security system that 
is reflected in the budgets, political agreements have not been simple and the results 
have been questionable. The federal and state executives received support from legisla-
tors in approving budgets and a large part of the reforms. paradoxically, the legislators 
aome up against opposition from the federal and state executives and from the muni-
cipal presidents when finalising a model that would define the institutional structure 
of the local security corporations. 

This apparent contradiction between the use of resources and power can be explai-
ned by the fact that the mayors want to continue managing and controlling the secu-
rity corporations in their municipalities and the legislators support them in this duty. 

The debate on the police «single command» in the states is complex. on the one 
hand, mexico has identified the weakness of the municipalities in dealing with both 
organised crime and the de facto powers. on the other hand, it would appear that the 
resources invested haven’t generated good results. trustworthy state police structures 
have still not been established. The critics of the «single command» point out that it 
is easier to corrupt one single person, i.e. the governor, than various municipal presi-
dents. Thus, the security trap in mexico, as underlined by bailey, is still having an im-
pact on the necessary establishment of structured and trustworthy police corporations 
and everything would point towards this inertia continuing.

as an epilogue to the «drama» of the national security system reform, at the be-
ginning of 2016, the mexican federal government made an about-turn that this author 
considers to be wrong and confusing. in one fell swoop, the sUbsEmUn and the 
spa disappeared – the two most important subsidies for the national public security 
system reform. This shows that, on the one hand, the mexican government recognises 
that the efforts haven’t given the expected results. in the case of sUbsEmUn, a new 
subsidy called fortasEg has been created to replace it. The number of municipa-
lities has increased to 300 and the resources invested have been moderately increased. 
however, priority is no longer given to crime prevention policies and instead focus is 
placed on the promotion of training within the new accusatory penal system that 
has been supporting sEtEc, for its introduction and implementation in august 2016 
across the country. 
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The disappearance of the spa is very serious and shows a lack of clarity among 
current politicians on the spirit of the reform. as has been pointed out, this financing 
instrument was created to strengthen state police units, professionalising them and 
giving them the teams they need, with the aim of rolling out these units to cover all 
of the components of state and ministerial police forces and prison wardens across the 
country. The creation of trustworthy police forces would allow viable municipal police 
forces to stay alive, and for the inefficient forces to be substituted by accredited and 
professional state police forces. 

The disappearance of this subsidy clearly shows the current failure of the reformist 
process of the state police forces and the invested budgetary effort. on the 25 may 
2016, álvaro vizcaino, head of the Executive secretariat of the national public se-
curity system, responded to questions posed by the author of this paper – at the ii 
international congress on international standards in the prison system – saying that 
the subsidy was not well thought through because it privileged elite units and ignored 
most of the corporations. This response shows a lack of understanding of the reform 
process. The idea was to create capable and professional police forces and to eliminate 
those that aren’t effective, not the other way around. in this way, the government has 
complicated the idea of a single command in which there are effective police corpo-
rations. This implies a recognition of the failure of the policies introduced since 2006 
and is a way of giving up working in any serious manner on the comprehensive reform 
process of the national public security system.
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